be wearing, while he will talk at the same moment of a suit of gold or a chain of diamonds ; and may consider his health perfect while acknowledging to certain past diseases, accidents, and infirmities. All such matters are familiar and defined, and being constantly passed in review in the mind, acquire a hold that the flimsy exaggerated ideas cannot lay claim to. The condition of the memory also presents characteristic features. Matters of recent occurrence that have had consequently but few opportunities for repetition, and that still involve consciousness when called into view, are of course far more directly dependent upon mind than matters of earlier date which have been so frequently repeated as to assume automaticity. So it will be found that the patient, while he will furnish with wonderful accuracy details of his earlier life, will yet give but a vague account of recent events, and will confuse dates and occurrences strangely. This defect in memory is often one of the most marked of the earlier symptoms of the disease, and is especially to be noticed in persons of business propensities and formal habits.
